Backing up your RV
Driver’s Side = Swing Side
When backing a trailer, always back in so that the rear of the motorhome
swings into the site from the driver’s side.

Use The Mirrors
The mirrors are your primary visual tool. Video cameras are only
enhanced aids and should not be relied on as your main visual
guide. Hanging out the driver window may give you a panoramic
view of that side and a breath of fresh air, but it is not necessarily
going to get you into that spot safely. Learn to use and trust your
mirrors.

Always Use a Spotter
If your traveling partner is unable, or you are traveling alone, ask
a fellow camper. Your spotter should be located at the rear on the
outside of the turn angle. This will allow them to observe the rear
and the possible blind front end that is moving in an outward
direction.
Keep in mind that the highest frequency of accidents backing into
a site occurs to the front right-hand fender while backing to the left
with the inside of the turn on the driver side. This is due to this
area being a blind spot, even with onboard cameras. Your spotter
must observe this area for you. The driver then can watch the
inside of the turn. If, at any time, you lose sight of the spotter,
stop. Only move slowly back while the spotter is visible and
motioning you to do so.

Watch The Rear Axle(s) Pivot Point
Lower the mirror view on the inside of the backing turn until you
can see the rear axle(s) pivot point. The pivot point is the position
where the rear tires swivel as the vehicle turns. Generally this is
the center of the drive axle, or in the case of a tag axle equipped
unit, a spot approximately equal to the center of the distance
between the axle centers. This will allow you to better judge the
optimum place and turning angle to best maneuver into the
needed position. Also observe the tire’s track in relation to the
ground’s surface.( i.e. concrete pad, grass edging, etc.)

Overhead Clearance
With all the activity going on when backing into a site, it is easy to
forget to watch the overhead clearance. RV’s are high and can
present issues in treed areas. Not only do you want to avoid
hitting a limb, but you also do not want to be parked such that a
branch could rub your RV’s body when blown by the wind.

Ground Obstruction At Rear Most Point
Watch for any common obstructions like concrete wheel stops or
any steep ground elevation changes. While concrete parking
curbs may look harmless they can damage full width metal etched
mud flaps. Also caution should be used if the ground elevation at
the rear of the site rises. The rear vehicle overhang can be
damaged if grounded while backing in. Also allow for clearance of
leveling jacks and placement of leveling jacks when observe
ground obstructions.

Slide Considerations
Be sure to allow ample space for them to extend when you reach
the selected camp position. It’s always a good idea to get out and
do a walk around prior to shutting down. Often this will reveal
other problem areas like overhead branches that may interfere.
Additionally, it is wise to check the distance and location of the
campsite services to confirm that no issues exist here.
So all that is left now, is to hook up the services and extend the
slides. When that’s done you can go and join your audience with
your own special cocktail, sit back and enjoy.

